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No Fear
Friday
A WEEKLY CAMPAIGN
ON INSTAGRAM —
CHOOSING LOVE
OVER FEAR

SISTER GIANT
THE INTERSECTION
OF SPIRITUALITY AND
POLITICS.

WOMEN’S MARCH
4.9 MILLION MARCHED
WHAT WILL YOU
STAND FOR IN 2017?

FORWARD INTO JUSTICE
MY ARTICLE ON
INCLUSIVENESS AT
THRIVE GLOBAL

YESRISING

How Can I Help?
I call this the Love and Justice issue because, while I’m plugging my new book
The Grace of Redefining Love (read an excerpt below) — I feel so strongly that
all across the globe, we are connecting with each other to spread positive and
useful information. Click on links above, below and to the right to discover
resources, websites and articles that help — lift our hearts higher. Namaste!
— Richard Silvia, author and founder of YESRISING

An Inspired Global
Movement of Love,
Possibility, and
Inclusiveness
through words,
music, and art
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YES, WE CAN

oﬀer up a journey, with life lessons, maybe in a way that you and I

MARCH FOR
SCIENCE

can look back later with good question — in clarity and with

PRIDE 2017

“Through writing, my intention is to share my learning process. To

connection. This is a life experience and the words channeled through
it. I hope it helps.”

YESRISING

The concept of REDEFINING LOVE began in 1995 while working
on a music project I titled Inter-Dimensional Love. The title written
on plain white paper and pasted on a cassette, still sits in a box in
my closet.
When I look back, the lyrics in the songs I wrote suggest love
beyond labels — they are about a creative and healing love,
vibrating higher than romantic longing or material gain. So began a
journey I could never have imagined.
Writing my book Merging Worlds in 2015, along with other creative
works like Hero and Because Everything Speaks, I began to see that
Divine Love, Possibility, Inclusive and Global Thinking had
emerged as very determined and consistent themes.
Today — great artists and thought leaders, poets and musicians,
scientists and philosophers are gathering and sharing minds — it
seems likely that whatever we call it — Conscious Love, Evolving
Love, Inter-Dimensional Love, Divine Love — all names are
revealing the same — We are ONE energetically with ALL things.
We are REDEFINING LOVE.
— excerpt from The Grace of Redefining Love

YESRISING, A
CONVERSATION
OF LOVE AND A
SPACE FOR
GLOBAL
THINKING.
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